Case Study:

Livability

Empowering and connecting care home residents

Link Tablet Cart

empowering and connecting care home residents
Background

The Brief

Livability is the disability charity that’s committed
to enabling children, young people and adults
to live a life that adds up for them. As a result
of the national lockdown, they wanted to help
their care home residents, who now could not
be visited, stay connected with their loved ones
through the use of video calls.

Livability’s fundraising team discovered our
tablet carts online and got in touch to see
if we could help with their current situation.
They wanted to discuss ideas on how to give
Livability residents more independence to help
them tackle this everyday barrier.

Livability provides individual care for a wide
range of disabilities and needs, and in some
cases this meant that carers needed to
physically hold tablets for residents. While this
helped residents stay connected, they lacked
the normal privacy they would enjoy during a
face-to-face visit, so a decision was made to
seek a long-term solution.

Livability was looking for a tablet cart solution
that could be wheeled between residents’
rooms, enabling them to make calls in private.
Livability also suggested that it would be
beneficial for patients to not touch the cart or
tablet itself, decreasing the risk of infection
during the pandemic.

Key Project Criteria:
•

Empower residents by giving them
more independence and privacy.

•

Source an easy-to-move cart that can
be used in multiple locations.

•

Tablet height and swivel adjustment
was required so that the camera can
be positioned to suit each resident.

Our Solution
Having outlined Livability’s key objectives, the Link Tablet Cart
was chosen as the most effective solution.
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1 Empowering & connecting residents
Residents can now connect with friends and
family privately, enabling them to lead a more
independent lifestyle.
Integrated USB
smart charging

2 Adjust to your preferred position

+ coiled mains lead

Height, tilt and swivel adjustment allows the
tablet and camera to be positioned to suit
each individual.
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3 Can be used in multiple locations
Simple, easy to move cart that can be used in
multiple rooms throughout each care home.

Staying safe during the pandemic
Tablet carts can be placed away from residents to
reduce the chance of infection.
Each unit also features an infection control friendly
design, with antibacterial and cleanable surfaces,
preventing accumulation of dirt and germs.

Slim profile and high
quality castors
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For this particular project, Livability requested a
trial of one of the Link Tablet Carts so that they
could test it in real-life applications. After some
consideration and useful feedback from carers,
Livability ordered several units for separate care
home locations across the UK.

The Result
Livability is thrilled to see how this solution is
giving residents more independence, helping
them tackle an everyday barrier to create a
more livable life.
The charity also appreciated the fact that carers
can now work elsewhere during calls and tend
to other residents.

Dalen Healthcare were delighted to work with
Livability for such a fantastic cause and would
be delighted to collaborate with them again in
the future.

Looking for a similar solution?
Please get in touch with us today to discuss
your healthcare cart requirements.
E: sales@dalenhealthcare.co.uk
W: dalenhealthcare.co.uk
T: 0121 783 3838

If you would like to find out more about
the incredible work Livability does,
please use the contact details below:
E: info@livability.org.uk
W: livability.org.uk
T: 020 7452 2000

Dalen Healthcare manufactures a range of secure, technology
integrated furniture solutions to the Healthcare sector.
Dalen Healthcare provides an end-to-end service from
consultation through to design, build and installation.

Dalen Healthcare is a brand of Dalen Limited
Valepits Road
Garretts Green
Birmingham, B33 0TD

T: +44(0)121 783 3838
E: sales@dalenhealthcare.co.uk
W: www.dalenhealthcare.co.uk
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